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1. INTRODUCTION
The Multiphase 412 Light Programmer is a 4 channel lighting controller with a range of effects and facilities to suit
the requirements of the mobile discothèque or small club installation. It has a maximum rating of 1kW/Ch when
controlling tungsten lighting, and the unit can drive up to 750W/Ch of inductive load, such as pin spots, tube lights
and suitably ballasted neon.
A low voltage interface allows the controller to drive slave packs for increased power handling or other units with
low voltage control such as zoners, slave packs, or strobes.
The Multiphase 412 produces true 4 channel Sound to Light effects in addition to a 9 pattern chase programme,
which can be audio activated. The unit can also be used for manual lighting control using the channel override
switches, and a half power shimmer-dim facility is also included.

2. FRONT PANEL LAYOUT
POWER ON:- Switches on the mains input to the electronics and the triacs. If the unit is used with more than
250W per channel of inductive load, an external switch should be used to isolate the unit from the mains.
FULL/DIM:- Switches the controller into the shimmer-dim mode, and runs the lighting at half power.
CHANNEL MIMICS:- Red LED's mimic the output of each individual channel.
MANUAL OVERRIDE SWITCHES:- Enable the separate selection of EFFECTS or STATIC lighting for each
channel.
EFFECTS SELECTOR BUTTONS:- These switches select the effects produced by the controller.
'Sound to Light':- 4 band frequency selective from A.G.C. responding to bass,
lower middle, upper middle and treble frequencies.
'Program':The three right hand buttons control the chase programme as
follows:'Run':This button turns on the programme generator . Each pattern runs
through in forward and reverse direction and then changes to the next.
'Hold':This halts the automatic pattern change causing the generator to
run the same pattern until released.
'Sound Activate':-When selected the pattern generator is driven from the music so
that it revs up when the beat occurs.
SOUND RESPONSE CONTROL:- This allows the operator to adjust the response of the unit to the sound input
used. When 'Sound to Light' is selected this control varies the percentage of time that the lights are turned on.
When 'Sound Activated Program' is selected this control varies the response from a single step to a burst of steps
for each beat or crescendo in the music.
SOUND MONITOR LED:- The L.H. Green LED monitors the sound input to the controller and confirms that
there is sufficient signal present to operate the effects. When 'Sound to Light' is selected the LED is turned on
continuously.
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PROGRAM SPEED CONTROL:- This varies the speed of the chase programme in the automatic mode from
1/2 step to 10 steps per second.
PROGRAM MONITOR LED:- The R.H. Green LED is illuminated when 'Program' is selected and blinks at each
step of the pattern.

3. CHASE PROGRAMME
The programme consists of 9 separate 16-step patterns with auto-reverse. These change automatically unless
'hold' is selected, and are:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)

CHASE 1 :- Single lamp chase
CHASE 2 :- Pairs chase
CHASE 3 :- Dark chase
ALL FLASH :FLIP FLOP :- Alternate Pairs
CHASE 1 + ALL FLASH
CHASE 1 + FLIP FLOP
CHASE 2 + ALL FLASH
CHASE 2 + FLIP FLOP

1-2-3-4
1,2 - 2,3 - 3,4 - 4,1
1,2,3 -2,3,4 - 3,4,1 - 4,1,2
1,2,3,4 - OFF - 1,2,3,4
1,2 - 3,4 - 1,2 - 3,4

4. REAR PANEL LAYOUT
At the rear of the unit will be found the following:
SOUND INPUT :- A Standard Stereo Jack socket. The internal A.G.C. will compensate for any average signal
level from 100mV - 50V R.M.S. which is suitable for almost any loudspeaker or line output. A mono jack plug
can be used, but for maximum sensitivity a stereo plug should be used with both channels wired in parallel.
LIGHTING OUTPUT:- A Bulgin Multiway Socket is provided for the power outputs to the lighting circuits.
SLAVE OUTPUT:- A 7-pin DIN socket allows the controller to drive additional slave power packs. In addition,
an auxiliary 10V - 60 m.A. supply is available to provide power for an 'add-on' unit.
The power outputs can be Enabled or Disabled via pin 7, the function being determined by the position of jumper
link LK1 (adjacent to the slave output socket) . As supplied the unit is normally enabled. The outputs can be
disabled by connecting the EN/DIS pin to the 0V pin. To convert the unit to normally disabled, remove the cover
and move jumper link LK1 from the EN to the DIS position. In this state a low voltage signal (6-12V) must be
applied to the EN/DIS pin to enable the lighting outputs.

5. INSTALLATION
The Multiphase 412 can be panel mounted and requires an aperture of 285x65 m.m. with a clearance of 200 m.m.
behind the front panel to accommodate the unit's cables and connectors.
The unit can also be rack mounted using the rack mounting kit (RMK412) and will occupy 2U (88 m.m.) of panel
height.
The flexible mains lead should be connected to a 220-240V A.C. supply of 13 - 16A capacity, depending on the
lighting load used. If the unit is permanently controlling more than 250W/Ch of inductive load, an external switch
should be provided to isolate the unit from the mains supply.
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5.1 Preset Controls
The Sound to Light section is fitted with four pre-set controls to adjust the sensitivity of the four audio filters.
Channel 1 responds to bass, Channel 2 to lower mid, Channel 3 to upper mid, and Channel 4 to treble
frequencies. These internal controls are not suitable for user adjustment. However, should it be necessary it can
be carried out by a dealer or service technician.
5.2 All Flash
The ALL FLASH effect in the Chase Program may not work well with slow response lighting like Pin Spots. This
effect can be disabled by moving jumper link LK2 to the NO FLASH position.
5.3 Fuses
Each channel is fitted with an internal 20 x 5 m.m. 5A High Speed Ceramic H.R.C. fuse, which will protect the
triacs against most short circuits on the output. If the fuses are blown, they must be replaced with the correct type.
These are normally available from your dealer but may also be obtained directly from ourselves. (Our Part No.
FU 910 012) 5A GLASS QUICK BLOW FUSES are not acceptable for this application. A 15A Mains input
fuse-wire is also fitted on the printed circuit board for internal protection.
5.4 Triacs
If a triac is blown, it normally fails to a short-circuit and will not turn off. The triacs used in the Multiphase 412 are
fitted in 3 way screw terminal blocks and can be replaced using only a screwdriver. Most 8 amp - ISOLATED
TAB - TO220 Triacs are suitable as replacements and may be obtained from your dealer or directly from
ourselves. (Our Part No. TR 512 078) To gain access to both triacs and fuses, remove the top and bottom covers
after first disconnecting the unit from the mains supply.

6. INDUCTIVE LOADS
The Multiphase 412 is suitable for use with most inductive loads. Because of the extra losses and the reduced
power factor associated with transformers, the maximum permissable inductive load is about 75% of the maximum
resistive load.
6.1 Warning - Pin Spots and Shimmer Dim
Some Pin Spots are manufactured with transformers that have a very small overload safety margin. When the
Full/Dim switch is set to DIM the lamps will be driven in the shimmer dim mode. Under these conditions the
transformers driving the lamps can consume more power, and generate more heat than in the 'FULL' brightness
mode.
If the manual override switches are left in the 'STATIC' position whilst 'DIM' is selected the transformers may reach
a higher temperature than under normal operation. This can cause premature failure of the transformer, even when
fitted with the correct protection fuse. Unless the transformers can withstand the higher dissipation we recommend
that the Full/Dim switch be disabled if the unit is used in an installation where it is permanently driving transformer
coupled lighting. This can easily be carried out by moving jumper link LK3 (below the FULL/DIM switch) to the
NO DIM position.
It is also important that the transformers in the lamps are fitted with a fuse in series with the primary winding, such
that it will blow before the transformer is damaged, in the event of triac failure. For most 6V/30W PAR 36 Pin
Spots a 500 mA quick blow glass fuse gives the best compromise between protection for the transformer and fuse
failure due to switch on surges.
6.2 Neon & Fluorescent
The Multiphase 412 can also be used to control Neon and Fluorescent lighting, but as above we would recommend
that shimmer dim be disconnected.
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7. OUTPUT CONNECTORS
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8. TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION
Mains Supply:-

210 - 250V A.C. 50Hz
(105 - 125V A.C. 60Hz by changing links)

Supply current:-

16A max.

Maximum Total Load:-

1kW/Ch resistive. - 750W/Ch inductive.

Lighting Output Connector:-

8 pin Multiway - Bulgin P552

Slave Output Signals:-

10V D.C. Zero voltage synchronised.

Enable/Disable:-

(6-12V)/0V (Max resistance 470 ohm)

Auxiliary D.C. output:-

10V D.C. @ 60 m.A.

Slave Output Connector:-

7 pin DIN (270)

Audio Input:-

100mV - 50V R.M.S. @ 10K ohm - 1/4" Stereo Jack.

Dimensions:-

305 m.m. (W) x 75 m.m. (H) x 165 m.m. (D)

Cut out:-

285 (W) x 65 (H) m.m.

Rack Mounting Panel: -

RMK412 - 482 m.m. x 88 m.m - 19" x 2U.

Weight:-

2.5 kg.
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